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We are dealing here with political communities. These we
regard as social groups with a process of political communica-
tion, some machinery for enforcement, and some popular
habits of compliance. A political community is not necessarily
able to prevent war within the area it covers: the United States
was unable to do so at the time of the Civil War. Some political
communities do, however, eliminate war and the expectation
of war within their boundaries. It is these that call for intensive
study.

We have concentrated, therefore, upon the formation of
"security-communities" in certain historical cases. The use of
this term starts a chain of definitions, and we must break in
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Richard W. Van Wagenen (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1957), pp. 5-7, 23-116. The original work was sponsored by the Cen-
ter for Research on World Political Institutions, Princeton University.



2 INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL COMMUNITIES

here . tointrOduc~':'1ib~!other main links needed for a fuller
understanding;:of our findings.

.;.:'A SECURITY~COMMUNITY is a group of people
",hich has becOme"integrated."_:p~~~,_, GUTI we mean the attainment, within a

, .,: ..'~,-. . ...;..,;;...-.. --......•.-;
(__ .'(' ... fy~of a··"sense of community" and of institutions

)~:~d\'practicesstrong enQugh and wIdespread enough !o
assuret for a· "long" time. dependable expectations_of
'tpeaceful change" among its population.

.j3y SENSE OF COMMUNITY we mean a belief on
the part of individuals in a group that they have come to
agreement on'at least this one point: that common social
problems must and can be resolved by processes of
"peaceful change."

By PEACEFUL CHANGE we mean the resolution of
social problems, normally by institutionalized procedures,
without resort to large-scale physical force.

A security-CDmmunity, therefore, is one in which there is
real assurance that the members of that community will not
:fight each other physically,but will settle their disputes in some
other wav. If the entire world were integrated as a security-
community, wars would be automatically eliminated. But there
is apt to be confusion about the term "integration."

In our usage, the term "integration" does not necessarily
mean only the merging of peoples or governmental units into
a single unit. Rather, we divide security-communities into two
types: "amalgamated" and "pluralistic."

By AMALGAMATION we mean the formal merger
of two or more previously independent units into a single
larger unit, with some type of common government after
amalgamation. This common government may be unitary
or federal. The United States today is an example of the
amalgamated type. It became a single governmental unit
by the formal merger of several formerly independent
units. It bas one supreme decision-making center.

The PLURALISTIC security-community, on the other
hand, retains the legal independence of separate govern-
ments. The combined territory of the United States and
Canada is an example of the pluralistic type. Its two
separate governmental units form a security-community
without being merged. It has two supreme decision-mak-
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ing centers. Where amalgamation occurs without integra-
tion, of course a security-community does not exist.

Since our study deals with the problem of ensuring
peace, we shall say that any political community, be it
amalgamated or pluralistic, was eventually SUCCESSFUL
if it became a security-community-that is, if it achieved
integration-and that it was UNSUCCESSFUL if it
ended eventually in secession or civil war.

Perhaps we should point out here that both types of integra-
tion require, at the international level, some kind of organiza-
tion, even though it may be very loose. We put no credence in
the old aphorism that among friends a constitution is not
necessary and among enemies it is of no avail. The area of
practicability lies in between.

Integration is a matter of fact, not of time. If people on
both sides do not fear war and do not prepare for it, it matters
little how long it took them to reach this stage. But once inte-
gration has been reached, the length of time over which it
persists may contribute to its consolidation.

It should be noted that integration and amalgamation over-
lap, but not completely. This means that there can be amal-
gamation without integration, and that there can be integration
without amalgamation. Wh~n we .~se.t,?e+t,yrm"integration ~r~O"'+ (.. / '.,..-.s~;; ,(. ,J. rw...~'V\$ 16'~
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amal~ation~;"in.Jh~.work, we are taking a short form to
exp~ e "" '+: ,~·,~ter'Iulti);~ibetweenintegration (by the route of
eithei~"l ,:,' ",Or,;ntpalgamation) and amalgamation short of
intem" ..,,:,:~~~·haV~:~onethis because unification movements
in th~}PAAt1ia:\'e;often:~aimedat both of these goals, with some
of tli~:'~PPoitijj'qf,tb;emovements preferring one or the other
goal'aO:liffcreri~timei)/To encourage this profitable ambiguity,
leaders:'of .sUcA:;o:iovementshave often used broader symbols
suchas~~union.",which would cover both possibilities and
cou1d.fjel:lladcto~mean different things to different men .•••

~t':~'~'f~:~FINDINGS:
.:BAC.KGROUND CONDITIONS

"',.- "':}~,'~':.
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we found not a single full-fledged modern social-service. state
that has successfully federated or otherwise merged with an-
other. (The security-community among the Scandinavian coun-
tries has been deepening gradually through limited functional
amalgamation, but it has remained essentially pluralistic, since
the bulk of its most important functions have not been amalga-
mated. Its common laws must be adopted by nationallegisla-
tures, its common parliamentary body can only make recom-
mendations, and it has no common defense forces, police, or
controls over the political and economic systems of its mem-
bers.) There is only a small chance-though it should not be
neglected-that there may be such an instance among the cases
that we have not studied in detail. The nearest to an exception
seems to be Newfoundland, which was not a solidly established
social-service state before its union with Canada in 1948. On
the whole, however, we find that the increase in the reSPonSi_\
bilities of national government for such matters as social
welfare and the regulation of economic life has greatly in-
creased the· importance of the nation in the lives of its mem-
bers. This has tended to make nationalism more popular and
more intractable than before.

Most countries in the world today devote a larger part of
their resources to their domestic economies, and a srpaller part
to their foreign trade, than they did a half-century ago. Dis-
crepancies between average incomes in different'countries,
and between national levels of the real wages of labor, do not
seem to have become smaller during the last forty or fifty
years. Indeed, they may even have increased. Peaceful and
voluntary migration across international boundaries, which was
still characteristic of the world before 1914, has largely come
to an end. In most' countries, there has been a considerable
decline in the share of foreign mail among the total volume of
letters written; and this decline has in general been larger than
what would have corresponded merely to the decline in inter-
national migration.1 A large sample count of the share of
references to foreign research in major scientific journals in
several of the leading countries of the world between 1894

1This statement is based on calculations carried out at the Center for
Research on World Political Institutions, Princeton University, using
statistics of the Universal Postal Union, 1887-1951. See also Karl W.
Deutsch, "Shifts in the Balance of Communication Flows: A Problem
of Measurement in International Relations," Public Opinion Quarterly,
xx, 1, Spring 1956, pp. 143-160.

k;;,.Tim L'lTEGaATIVE PROCESS: SOME GENERAL
. . .<f;:;;CI!ARACTERISTICS

.' ,,;t' ..,::-:

For ,p~poses ofTe.~position,we have divided our findings
into two parts: first,' general changes in our way of thinking
about politicatintegration; and second, specific findings about
the background collditions and the dynamic characteristics of
the integrative process. In this section, we shall first discuss
our genenl1 findings.;Our more specific findings will follow in
later divisions of this section and in Section II...~<'

1. R~,,=aminlngSoine Popular Beliefs. To begin with, our
findings have tended to make us increasingly doubtful of sev-
eral widespread beliefs about political integration. The first of
these beliefs is that modem life, with rapid transportation,

, mass communications, and literacy, tends to be more interna-J tional than life in past decades or centuries, and hence more
conducive to the growth of international or supranational
institutions. Neither the study of our cases, nor a survey of
more limited data from a larger number of countries, has
yielded any cIearcutevidence to support this view. Nor do
these results suggest that there has been inherent in modern
economic and social development any unequivocal trend to-
ward more internationalism and world community.

This is particularly true of political amalgamation. The
closer we get to modem conditions and to our own time, the
more difficult it is to find any instances of successful amalga-
mation of two or more previously sovereign states. Thus far



and 1954 off'e,rsno';eVideneein favor of any cleareut increase
in internationalism in the world of science during that period.2
The'iincrease;1.,in the' political and administrative obstacles to
the,:~~ of persons, goods, and capital across national
bOul'1dii~ in recent decades is too well known to require
documentation. Allthese data leave us with the impression that
men will have to work toward the building of larger security-
communities without" the benefit of any clearcut automatic
trend toward internationalism to help them.

Another popular belief that our findings make more doubt-
fill is that the growth of a state, or the expansion of its terri-

6' tory, resembles a snowballing process, or that it is character-
ized by some sort of bandwagon effect, such that successful
growth in the past would accelerate the rate of growth or ex-
pansion of the amalgamated political community in the future.
In this view, as villages in the past have joined to make prov-
inces, and provinces to make kingdoms, so contemporary
states are expected to join into ever-larger states or federations.
If this were true, ever-larger political units would appear to be
the necessary result of historical and technological develop-
ment. Our findings do not support this view. While the success-
ful unification of England facilitated the later amalgamation of
England and Wales, and this in turn facilitated the subsequent
amalgamation of England and Wales with Scotland in the
union of tbe two kingdoms, the united kingdom of Britain
did not succeed in carrying through a successful and lasting
amalgamation with Ireland. Nor could it retain its political
amalgamation with the American colonies. These seceded from
tbe British Empire in 1776 to form the United States; and Ire--
land seceded in effect in the course of the Anglo-Irish civil war
of 1918-1921. The unity of the Habsburg monarchy became
increasingly strained in the course of the Nineteenth Century
and was followed by disintegration in the Twentieth; and so
was the more limited union of the crowns of Norway and
Sweden.

Generally, we found that successful amalgamation of
smaller political units in the past tended to increase both the
resources and the integrative skills of the governments of the
larger units that resulted. We further found, however, that

2 For the full results, see Deutsch, K. W., George Klein, J. J. Baker, &
Associates, Is American Attention to Foreign Research Results Declin-
ing? Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1954, multigraphed.

such amalgamations also may increase the degree of the pre--J
occupation with domestic affairs and reduce the. ability of
those governments to respond promptly and effectively to the
needs and interests of governments and people outside the
national borders. This ability of governments to respond to
the interests of "outsiders" has always been important, but it
has become even more important in our own time. .

Our findings suggest that the theoretical possibilities just
sketched represent only one part of the process. Consider the
successful amalgamations of the United Kingdom, of the
United States, of Italy, and of Germany. Here are cases in
which adequate responsiveness, as well as power, were de-
veloped by the government of the emerging larger, political
community to make its rule acceptable to its variegated'popu-
lations. But this does not apply to the disintegration of the
Habsburg monarchy, and to the unions between England and
Ireland, and Norway and Sweden. Altogether, our findings
suggest that gre_~ter politica~~p_al'ilities, and in particular
greater political responsiveness, ~?}!!!.QtQ..U~p~~t~Q...to_~me!ge
as an automatic by-proouet of historical evolution, or of earlier
stages of the amalgamative process. Rather, these may have
t.QJ?estri'yeILfQL.g§-S!istin~tJlJl!LSP~cific_.politicaLand_~dmiiiis:
trativ€U'lims. if political integration is to be attained.

Another popular notion is that a principal motive for the
political integration of states has been the f~ar of anarchy, as(<...J
well as of warfare among them. According to this view, men .
not only came to look upon war among the units concerned as
unpromising and unattractive, but also as highly probable. For
they came to fear it acutely while believing it to be all but
inevitable in the absence of any strong superior power to re-
strain all participants. Consequently, according to this theory,
one of the first and most important features of a newly-amal-
gamated security-community was the establishment of strong
federal or community-wide laws, courts, police forces, and
armies for their enforcement against potentially aggressive
member states and member populations. Beliefs of this kind
parallel closely the classic reasoning of Thomas Hobbes and
John Locke; and some writers on federalism, or on interna-
tional organization, have implied a stress on legal institutions
and on the problem of coercing member states. Our findings
suggest strong qualifications for these views. The questions of
larger··community police forces and law enforcement, and of



the coercion; of "member states, turned out to be of minor
importance in the'early stages of most of the amalgamated
security-communities\ve studied.

Thus, at the time:'of-the establishment of the United States,
the f~'g.~al·government had next to no means of coercion at
its disp~. No federal navy department was established until
1798; 'af the time:of the establishment of the United States
War Department m:'p89, the federal army numbered under
700 men, and it was:not greatly enlarged for a considerable
number of years therSafter.8 For many decades, Americans
continued to rely 'on"~eir militia-and hence on member-state

l
forces-for their defeDs.'e, and the federal government long re--

J mained both unable' and unwilling to coerce any member state,
even on several critical occasions.

In the evolution,oithe Swiss political community from the
thirteenth to the early nineteenth century, the member cantons
retained all means· of military power, and no significant role
was played by any federal police forces, armies, or courts: the
Swiss federal army assumed importance only in a very late
stage of the process, during the last decades preceding the
adoption of the federal constitution in 1848.4 The two cases
in which problems of policing and coercion played the largest

role were England-Ireland and the Habsburg monarchy, at
times, in its relations with Bohemia and Hungary. In both these,
cases, integration remained precarious for .long periods of
time, and both ended in dissolution. On the other hand, there
was no national police or national army covering Norway-
Sweden while they were amalgamated, and they likewise broke
apart.

This stress on the supposed importance of the early. estab-
lishment of common laws, courts, and police forces is related
to the suggestion that it is necessary to maintain a· balance of~)
power among the member states of a larger. union or federa-
tion, in order to prevent anyone state from becoming much
stronger than the others.5 There is much to be said for this
point of view: if a member state is far stronger than, all the
rest together, its political elite may well come to neglect or
ignore the messages and needs of the population of the smaller
member units, and the resulting loss of responsiveness may
prevent integration or destroy it.6 The evidence from our
cases suggests, however, that not merely amalgamation, but
also responsiveness and integration can all be achieved and
maintained successfully without any such balance of power
among the participating states or political units. Neither Eng-
land within the United Kingdom, nor Prussia in Germany after
1871, nor Piedmont in Italy for some time after:: 1860, was
balanced in power by any other member or group of members,
yet each of the larger political communities achieved integra-
tion. In the cases of the American and Swiss federations, no
one member state was far stronger than all' the rest, even

, though in the Swiss Confederation Bern could not usually have
been coerced even if all other cantons had acted together
against her. However, groups of member states became clearly
preponderant over the rest in the cases of both Switzerland and
the United States: the Northeastern states and the older part of

G Cf. Carl J. Friedrich, "Federal Constitutional Theory and Emergent
Proposals," in Arthur W. Macmahon, ed., Federalism: Mature and Emer-
gent, New York, Doubleday, 1955, p. 515.

ft Prussia's preponderant size and power in Germany, for instance,
was both a source of great strength and great weakness. If Germany
were only made up of "about forty states or cantons of approximately
equal size, we would have been united long ago," the liberal-radical
Deutsches Wochenblatt, published at Mannheim, wrote once in February
1865.-Quoted in Gustav Mayer, "Die Losung der deutschen Frage im
Jahre 1866 und die deuts,che Arbeiterbewegung," in Festgahen jilr Wil-
helm Lexis, Jena, 1907, p. 254.

8 An act passed on September 29, 1789, the very last day of the first
session of the First Congress, legalized the 840 men authorized by the
law of October 3, 1787, which had been passed by the Congress of the
Confederation. "Only about 672 of these were actually in the service."
In January 1800, when war with France was still threatening, and after
much talk: of increasing .the army, the total army strength was 3,429
regulars. Of these, 1,501'were artillerists and engineers, most of whom
were scattered in small detachments along the Atlantic seaboard from
Maine to Georgia.-James Ripley Jacobs, The Beginning of the U.s.
Army, 1783-1812, Princeton University Press, 1947, pp. 43 and 236.

'Cf. Hermann Weilenmann, Pax Helvetica oder die Demolcratie deT
kleinen Gruppen, Zurich, Rentsch, 1951, pp. 278-284, 298-300; Hans
Kahn, Der Schweizerische Nationalgedanke: Eine Studie Zum Thema
"Nationalism us Imd Freiheit," Zurich, Verlag der "Neuen Zurcher
Zeitung," 1955, p. 53. For the predominantly civilian, social and eco-
nomic character of the liberal and radical movement that led to the
adoption first of many cantonal reforms, and eventually of the Federal
Constitution of 1848, see also, E. Bonjour, H. S. Offier, and G. R. Potter,
A Short History of Switzerland, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1952, pp. 257-
273; Edgar Bonjour, "Geschichte der Schweiz im 19. und 20. Jahrhun-
dert," in Hans Nabhoiz, Geschichte der Schweiz, Zurich, Schulthess,
1938, vol. 2, esp. pp. 401-452; Wolfgang von Wartburg, Geschichte der
Schweiz, Munich, Oldenbourg, 1951, pp. 183-251.



the Middle West in the United States between 1865 and 1900.
and the liberal and industrial cantons in Switzerland after 1847.
In both cases, amalgamation progressed and integration held
firmly. In the case of the pluralistic security-communities of
Norway and Sweden after 1907. and of the United States and
Canada. as well as of the United States and Mexico, integra-
tion of~::-1malistic security-community was maintained even
in periodS"/when Sweden and the United States. respectively.
were not balanced in any way by the strength of their partners.

Contrary to the "balance of power" theory, security-cOm-!
( mu-nities ~e<:.mto develop m,ost frequently around cores of

stteIfgffi=a matter a"5'0U't'W51chwe shall have to say more
below. But militar con uest appeared to be the least effective
among a large num er of methods by which amalgamatiOn
was pursued in the cases we studied: amalgamation failed to
become integration in more than half of the situations in
which military conquest was used to promote it.7

A series of negative findings such as those outlined above
can at most clear the ground for a better understanding of the
positive nature of the integrative process.

2. General Findings. Among our positive general findings,
the most important seems to us that both amalgamated securlty-
communities and pluralistic security-communities are prac-
tIcable pathways toward inte rati . In the course of our re-
search, we oun ourse ves led by the evidence to attribute a
greater potential significance to pluralistic security-communi-
ties than we had originally expected. Pluralistic security-com-
munities turned out to be somewhat easier to attain and easier
to preserve than their amalgamated counterparts. The less
stringent requirements for the attainment of a pluralistic se-
curity-community in terms of background conditions and of
political processes will be commented on below in the appro-
priate sections of this section.
A. THE STRENGTHS OF PLURALISM. The somewhat smaller
risk of breakdovm 10 the case of PIUralistic security-communi-
ties seems indicated by an examination of the relafive numbers
of successes and failures of each type of security-community.
We can readily list a dozen instances of success for each type.
Cases of successful amalgamated security-communities would
be, for instance: United States since 1877; England since the

7 See pp. 76-91.

seventeenth century; England-Wales since 1542;::England-
Scotland since 1707; Germany since 1871; Italy since 1859;
France since at least.the.late nineteenth century; Canada since
1867; the Netherlands since 1831; Belgium' since 1831; Swe-
den since 1815; and Switzerland since 1848. Cases of success-
ful pluralistic security-communities include: United States
between 1781-1789;8 England-Scotland between·the late
1560's and 1707; Prussia and the German states excepfAustria
between 1815 and 1866-1871; Norway-Sweden sinCe 1907;
Switzerland between 1291 and 1847; United States-Canada
since the 1870's; United States-Mexico since the 1930's; United
States-United Kingdom as early as 1871, or certainly since the
end of the century;9 United Kingdom-Netherlands since per-
haps 1815; Denmark-Sweden since the late nineteenth ·or early
twentieth century; Denmark-Norway since the same time; and
France-Belgium since some time in the nineteenth century. An
example of an emerging pluralistic security-commUnity might
be England-Ireland since 1945. ,.,",~". .

On the other hand, we find a sharp contrast in the number
of failures for each type. We have found only one case of a
pluralistic security-community which failed in the sense that it
was followed by actual warfare between the participants, and
it is doubtful whether a pluralistic security-community existed
even in that case: .this was the relationship of Austria and
Prussia within the framework of the German Confederation
since 1815. As members of the Confederation, the two coun-
tries were not supposed to prepare for war against each other,
but appropriate military preparations were made and war
between them was considered a serious possibility on several

SThe United States between 1781 and 1789 formed a pluralistic secu-
rity-community in the sense that no state made any serious preparations
for fighting or defense against another. This pluralistic security-commu-
nity was not consolidated, and fears were expressed-and even deliber-
ately exaggerated by promoters of closer union-that this loose com-
munity might not endure. But whereas a strong movement for union
grew up, no serious movement for secession developed in any state.

1I Henry C. Allen, Great Britain and the United States, New York,
1955, pp. 27-28, 166, 441-442, 507-508, 556-569, 581, 614-615. The
security-community between the United States and Great Britain was
seriously threatened by the naval construction race between Great Brit-
ain and the United States which broke out in 1919 and continued until
halted by the limitation agreement made at the Washington Conference
in 1922.-Harold and Margaret Sprout, Toward a New Order oj Sea
Power, 1918-1922, Princeton University Press, 1946, pp. 50-87.



occasions after the 1840's. The actual war between them in
1866, however, lasted only seven weeks. It was followed by
an unusually moderate peace as far as Austria was concerned.
In 1879 Germany and Austria concluded an alliance which
eventually was expected to be permanent, and Austria and
Germany thus became a pluralistic security-community. In
contrast tQ:this single instance of failure of a pluralistic secu-
rity-co~~e can readily list seven cases of amalga-
mated secUrity-communities that failed: the United States in
1861; England-Ireland in 1918; Austria-Hungary in 1918;
Norway-Sweden in 1905; Metropolitan France with a series of
revolutions and wars between 1789 and 1871; Metropolitan
France, and Algeria in the 1950's; and Spain including the
Catalan and Basque populations in the 1930's. A number of
these wars were fought with a bitterness that might have
proved fatal to both contestants if they had possessed present-
day weapons of mass destruction.

On balance, therefore, we found pluralistic security-com-
munities to be a: more romiSin approach to the elimination
of war over - arg-e areas than we a t oug t a e ou se of- ' ---our inq~i~

But this relative superiority of a plt;waE~tic securi~Y:C;<Lrn.-
munitv as a more easily attainable form of integration has
11i§'re~Ll3,p,.ill1,~~tions.It worked only in those situations in whlCh
me ':Keepingof tlie peace among the participating units was the
main political goal overshadowing all others. This goal has
been the main focus of our study. In our historical cases, how-
ever, we found that men have often wanted more: they have
wanted aY91iticaLQ~un.mu,nitythat would not merely keep the
peace among its members but that would also be capable of
acting as a unit in other w~YLQnd=-fuLPJh~I..pJi!2.oses.tn respect
t6-tl)'i's capacity -to act-and in particular, to ~.ct gpic.klYJud
effectively for p-.psitivegoals-amalgamated security-communi-
ties'nive~ly beenfar superiortoTfieifpluralisuc counter-
pilrts~'In many hjstoric~i1cases, men have preferred to accept
the somewhat greater risk of civil war, or of war. among the
participating units, in order to insure this greater promise of
joint capacity for action. It is only today, in the new age of
nuclear weapons, that these risks and gains must be reevalu-
ated. Now a pluralistic security-community may appear a
somewhat safer device than amalgamation for dealing with
man's new weapons.

B. THE THRESHOLDS OF INTEGRATION. Our second general find-
ing concerns the nature of integration. In our earliest analytical
scheme, we had envisaged this as an all-or-none process. anal-
ogous to the crossing of a narrow thresh2!d. On the one side
of this threshold, populations and policy-makers considered
warfare among the states or political units concerne4 as still a
serious possibility, and prepared for it; on the. 'ot1)er'side' of
the threshold they were supposed to do so no longer. We ex-
pected to apply two broad kinds of tests to the' presence or
absence of integration-that is, the existence or nonepstence of
a security-community-among particular states or temtories.

One of these tests was subjective, in terms' of the opinions
of the political decision-makers, or of the politically relevant
strata in each territory. These had to be inferred from' many
kinds of historical evidence' in the past, or from samples or
surveys in present-day situations obtained by well-known
methods of studying public opinion. Did influential people in
all parts of the wider area believe that a firm sense of com-
munity existed throughout its territories? And did the political
elites throughout the wider community believe that peaceful
change within this wider group had become assured with rea-
sonable certainty for a long period of time?

The other kind of test was essentially objective and opera-
tional. It replaced the recording of opinions by the. measure-
ment of' the tangible commitments and the allocation of
resources with which people backed them: how largeprepara-
tions were made specifically for the possibility of war against
any other group within the wider community? Consider a case
in which the maintenance and indoctrination of troops, and
the building and upkeep of fortifications and other strategic
facilities, suggested possible military action against some par-
ticular smaller political unit, whether a state, a people, or a
territory. If such military action was considered a sufficiently
practical possibility to warrant a significant allocation of re-
sources, then there may have existed some other kind of
political community, but not a security-community, between
the two political units in question.

We found, as expected, that these tests by opinions and by
allocations usually coincided in their. results, but that they
tended to differ in marginal cases. For example, a war between
two states might still b~ considered possible by some of their
leaders, even though no significant preparations for it were



being made by either side; and routine preparations for defense
of a border might continue even though conflict across it
might already appear unthinkable. Even in such rare instances,
however, we expected that the achievement of a security-com-
munity,would involve something like the crossing of a thresh·
old, ..~~ta'situation where war between the 'political units
concet,Q:fd~appeared possible and was being prepared for, to
another"situation where it was neither. It was the crossing of
this threshold, and with it the establishment of a security-com-
munity, that we called integration; and it is in this sense that
we are using the term in this work.

Somewhat contrary to our expectations, however, some_of
our cases taught us that i~atj01J may ~vo1¥e a fairJy...bI.Q,ad
zone of tr~nsition rather tbaiianarrowtI1!esholdj -ihafsEiles
'llllgnt cross'--'a.@Jecross this threshold or ZQne of transition
several tunes"in fuelT relations with each other;...and that they
l~igbt spend decr~ Qr geiieratro~,~wavering uncertainlyvdtbin.it.:... .--.''''--.--,,--,---

Thus we found that states could maintain armed forces
which were potentially available for warfare against each
other, but which were not specifically committed to this pur-
pose. The American state militias from 1776 to 1865 and the
forces of the Swiss cantons from the thirteenth to the nine-
teenth centuries seem to have been available for such pur-
poses if the political temper of their respective communities
bad warranted such employment, as it did on a few occasions.
It would thus be extraordinarily difficult to say just in which
year warfare between the Protestant and Catholic cantons
ceasedto be a practical political possibility after 1712, or when

" it again became temporarily a practical possibility between
1815 and 1847; or just when integration within the United
Stateswaslost in the period between 1820 and 1861, and war-

, fare betweenNorth and South became a substantial possibility.
Similarly,the lands of the Habsburg monarchy seem to have
been politically integrated-though not very deeply-in the

.period about the middle of the eighteenth century, but it
would be extraordinarily difficult to say just when this state of
affairs was reached in regard to each of them, and just when
it was lost again after the end of the eighteenth centUry. We
know ,that certain of these lands were permitted at some times
to have native troops stationed in them under the command of
native officers, drawn from the local aristocracy. At other

times, and for certain other .lands at most times, the'rUlers of
the Habsburg monarchy tried to avoid stationing native troops
in some parts of the monarchy and deliberately attempted to
rule its territories by means of troops of different language
and culture. These men, recruited from distant territories and
under the command of officers culturally alien to their subor-
dinates, were expected to have no loyalty other than· to the
sovereign residing in Vienna.:, '-',

The extent to which these conditions prevailed' makes it
difficult to decide whether the lands of the Habsburg ,monarchy
were integrated at all, or, whether they were governed with
the possibility of revolution and civil war perpetually envisaged
and carefully prepared' against. So far as the Habsburg.mon-
archy is concerned, we have found it safest to' infer that it
reached the threshold of integration in the eighteenth century
and persisted somewhere in the transition zone between inte-
gration and non-integration during most of the nineteenth cen-
tury. We assume that integration had already been lost by the
beginning of the twentieth century, when secession and warfare
among the constituent parts of the monarchy were viewed as
possibilities for the moderately distant future; and we conclude
that the Habsburg Empire was an amalgamated but no longer
an integrated political community when it was destroyed by
the strains and stresses of the first World War.to

fu. the case of p'nraUstic security-communities, 'we found
the transition from non-integration to mtegration similar!
oroa an po en la y am IguoUS._ ana a an the Unite
States demilitarized their common border after 1819, but each
of them retained other means for retaliatory action in case of
military conflict. The United States army could easily have at-
tacked Canadian territory even without the help of American
border fortifications, and the Canadian connection with Great
Britain insured for Canada the possibility of large-scale British

10 As to general presentations see Franz Krones, Handbuch der Ges-
chichte lJsterreichs, vol. lV, Berlin, 1881; Hugo Hantsch, Die Ges-
chichte lJsterreichs, vol. TI, Graz, 1950; on constitutional-administrative
development see Alfons Huber, Alfons Dopsch, lJsterreichische Reiclzs-
geschichte, part 3, Vienna, 1901; on military history see A. Wrede, Ges-
chichte der k. und k. Wehrmacht, Vienna, 1898, Herman Meynert.
Geschichte der k.k. Armee, 2 vols., Vienna, 1852-1854; and with re-
gard to the early Maria Theresim period particularly informative, K. nnd
k. Kriegsarchiv, lJsterreichischer Erbfolgekrieg 1740-1748, vcls. 1 and
3, Vienna, 1896-1898.
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retaliation against American shipping and American ports in
case of war with the United States.ll As the nineteenth cen-
tury progressed, these possibilities became increasingly less re-
alistic, and by the middle of the twentieth century they had
disappeared for all practical purposes from the calculations of
statesmen and the opinions of political elites in both countries.

In~i~be .pluralistic security-community between Nor-
way arid Sweden may be dated conveniently from 1906, the
year in which the destruction of border fortifications between
the two countries was completed. But some Norwegians re-
mained aware of the possibility of foreign aid which was pro-
cured by the Treaty of Integrity in 1907 when Norway was
guaranteed against aggression by Britain, Germany, Russia,
and France. Even so, it seems unlikely that the slogan "we
shall mobilize England" (used in the days of the secession
crisis) should have been so soon forgotten.12 It is possible to
date at least the beginnings of a pluralistic security-community
between Canada and the United States in 1819, and between
Norway and Sweden in 1906. It would be far more difficult,
however, to specify the exact year in which the United States
and Great Britain, or the United States and Mexico, ceased to
contemplate the possibility of mutual warfare. It would be
equally hard to determine when they ceased to allocate signifi-
cant resources to its specific preparation, let alone to allocate
specific resources to more generalized military organizations
and facilities. These would be of the kind that could readily be
switched to employment in mutual threats or warfare without
being specifically committed to this purpose from the outset.

The threshold of integration thus turned out to be far
broader, and far less easy to discern, in our historical cases
than we had envisaged at the outset. Not only the approach
toward integration, but the very act of crossing the integration

11 Henry C. Allen, op. cit., 351. "Strictly speaking, this disarmament
[under the terms of the Rush-Bagot Treaty of 1817] never extended com-
pletely to land fortifications as well, but the Agreement gradually ac-
quired a symbolic value and the so-called 'undefended frontier' between
Canada and the United States became an object of pride and satisfaction
to both peoples."-John Bartlet Brebner, North Atlantic Triangle, New
Haven, 1945, PP. 88, 103.

);! Wilhelm Keilhau, in Det llorske folks Iiv og historie, x, Oslo, As-
chenhoug, 1935. 497-498; also Nils 0rvik, The Decline oj Neutrality
1914-1941, Oslo, Tanum, 1953.
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threshold, have turned out to be much lengthier and more
uncertain processes than had been expected.

C. COMMUNICATION AND THE SENSE OF COMMUNITY. Int~~a.
tioJ! has proved to be a D;1.Qreco.!!1imlous....pmce8sthan our
earliest anaIyticaI scheme had suggested; but it continues to be
characterized by important thresholds. Withjn this framework
of our· revised general concept of integration, we have ar-
rived at a somewhat deeper understanding, of the meaning of
"sense of community." It appears to rest primmty on some-
thing other than verbal assent to some or many explicit propo-
sitions. The populations of different territories:might easily
profess verbal attachment to the same set of values without
having a sense of community that leads to political integration.
The kind of sense of community that is relevant for integra-

c.' t.!.2!1Land therefore for our study, turned out to be rather a
)0 Jt...matter of mutual sympathy and loyalties; of "we-feeling,"
f~ trust, and mutual consideratio.n; of partial identification in

terms of self-images and interests; of mutually successful pre-
dictions of behavior, and of cooperative action in accordance
with it-in short, ~~tter QL~Lpe!l'~tyfl.Uynamic_pI.Qces_s_.of
millY..-aLattention, communication, p~rc~ptiQJLoLneeds, and
responsiveness in the process of decision-making. "Peaceful
change" could not be assured without this kind oJ relationship.

If sense of community were a matter of belief in a limited
number of common propositiQ.I].s, then political community
should be stronger among those people who share such beliefs
in a large number of propositions, or who believe in them
more fervently than others. But such a concept of sense of
community does not fit the evidence of some of our cases. It
could hardly explain the deterioration of English-Irish rela-
tions between 1880 and 1914: as the Irish became more like
the English in matters of education, language, political rights,
and even economic attitudes as a result of the rise of an Irish
middle class and the effects of English-sponsored land reforms,
they became more anti-English. Some of their leaders even
sought deliberately to foster additional symbols and values,
such as the use of the Gaelic language, that would emphasize
the difference. It was not the case that the Irish first preferred
Gaelic to English and then revolted against the English con-
nection; rather, many Irishmen found the link to the unre-
sponsive English community increasingly irksome and then



chose the propagation. and study of the Gaelic tongue as one
way of expressing their desire for a separate group identity.
Similarly, if sense of community consisted in an identical atti-
tude toward a set of propositions, it would not explain why,
for instance, Texas and Vermont joined the United States while
N ova Scotia remained outside it;13 or why the city of Nice
became. French in 1860-and remained French thereafter-
whileC:.<.."t;:~ Piedmont remained Italian after 1859. In all
such cases; something can .be learned, to be sure, by applyipg
the conce~e1ls.e...Qf community as a matter of static agree-
ffient; Q.l,lt we found that in all such cases more coulQ be
~arned QJ.-Y.kwingit as a matter of dynamic process.

D. GROWTH AROUND CORE AREAS, As such a process of integra-
tive-Deliavior, sense of community requires some particular
habits of political behavior on the part of individuals and some
particular traditions and institutions on the part of social
groups and of political units, such as provinces or states.

These habits, in turn, are acquired by processes of social
learning. People learn them in the face of background condi-
tions which change only slowly, so that they appear at any
moment as something given-as political, economic, social, or
psychological facts that must be taken for granted for the
purposes of short-range politics. The speed and extent of this
learning of habits of integrative political behavior are then
influenced in each situation by these background conditions,
as well as by the dynamics of the particular political process
-the particular movement toward integration. Some of our
more specific findings deal with the importance of certain
background conditions in each area studied, while others deal
with the successive stages of the integrative political process
that occurred.

The outcome, then, of the integrative process among any
particular group of countries depends on the. interplay of the
effects of background COnditions with moving. political events.
One aspect of. this interplay deserves to be .singled out for
particular attention. It is the matter of political, economic, and
social capabilities of the participating political units for inte-
grative behavior. . .<' .

Generally, we found that such integrative. capabilities were
closely related to the general capabilities of a given political
unit for action in the fields of politics, administration, economic
life, and social and cultural development.riarger,~ stronger,)~
more politically, administratively, economibny, and educa-
tionally advanced political units were found to form the cores
of strength around which in most cases the integrative process
developed:l . .

~iti~a(amalgamation, in particular, u~y turned out to
~ a nuclear process. If often oc~urred around siggle cor~~2as
m the case of E:ngIand, Pieamont, Prussia, and Sweden. Each
of these came to form the core of a larger amalgamated po-
litical community (even though the Norwegian-Swedish union
turned out to be transitory). Sometimes amalgamation oc-
curred around composite cores, as in the cases of the Habsburg
monarchy. Its core was formed by the close functional associ-
ation and later amalgamation of the so-called Alpine-hereditary
lands. These lands formed the basis of Habsburg power before
1526; they furnished the base for the later union with Bohe-
mia, Hungary, and other territories and they remained the
mainstay of Habsburg power and of loyalties to the monarchy
until the dissolution of the latter in 1918. The Swiss political
community was created around a double core: on the one
hand, the alliance of the three original small cantons of Uri,
Schwyz, and Unterwalden, which came to constitute a fairly
strong composite core of power and of economic and political
attraction, and, on the other hand, the city-state of Bern,
which was the largest well-organized political unit in the
area.14 In the case of the United States, Massachusetts formed

1& Cf. Weilenmann, op. cit., pp. 66-74, 99-104, 166-206, 221..,254.
Die vielsprachige Schweiz, Basel-Leipzig, Rhein-Verlag, 1925, pp. 70-81;
Uri: Land, Volk, Staat, Wirtschaft und Kultur, Zurich, Rentsch, 1943,
pp. 8-22; Der Zusammenschluss der EidgenossenschafJ, Zurich, Guten-
berg, 1940, passim; Anton Castell, Geschichte des Landes Schwyz, Zu-
rich, Benziger Verlag Einsiedeln, 1954, pp. 9-28; Leo Weisz, Die Alten
Eidgenossen, Zurich, Niehans, 1940, pp. 7-76; Wilhelm Oechsli, His-

]Jl See Chilton Williamson, Vermont in Quandary, 1763-1825, Mont-
pelier, 1949, passim; Earle Newton, The Vermont Story. Montpelier,
1949, pp. 40-89; W. A. Mackintosh, "Canada and Vermont: A Study
in Historical Geography," Canadian Historical Review, VIII, PP. 9-30;
John Bartlet Brebner, The Neutral Yankees of Nova Scotia, New York,
1937, passim; a more comprehensive study of Texan independence and
of the an..TJ.exationof Texas which includes a survey of the attitudes of
Texans comparable to Williamson's and Brebner's studies of Vermont
and Nova Scotia unfortunately has not been done. Some useful material
can be found in Justin H. Smith, The Annexation of Texas, New York,
1911, passim; J. W. Schmitz, Texan Statecraft, 1836-1845, San Antonio,
Texas, 1941, passim.
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something of a core of leadership in New England, Virginia
fulfilled a similar function in the South, and Pennsylvania did
so in the :Middle Atlantic region. Together, these three largest
states then played a major role in the establishment of the
United States; and the federation of the original thirteen colo-
nies later functioned somewhat as a composite core in the
integr~~~o,f t~e t~rritories and states that were gradually
addedtoillie umon III the West.
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political decision-makers and relevant political elites to redi-
rect and control their own attention and behavior so as to
enable rulers to receive communications from' other political
units which were to be their prospective partners in. the inte-
grative process. It means, further, the ability to: give these
messages from other political units adequate' weight in the
making of their own decisions, to perceive the needs of the
populations and elites of these other units, and to' respond to
them quickly and adequately in terms of political or economic
action. The first kind of capabiliti.s.s-those related to'the ca-
pacity to act and !o overcome external obstacles~arec1osely
linked to what we often call power; the second kind are linked
to what we propose to call resQoQsiyeneSJ.

The two kinds of capabilities obviously overlap. Power that
cannot be controlled by the governments or political com-
munities who try to exercise it is likely to dwindle soon by
dissipation or to be checked by growing external resistance;
and responsiveness would remain a matter of mere intention,
lacking the measure of power required to put the intended
responses into practical effect. Yet we found that power and
responsiveness were not quite equal in importance. Once a
moderate measure of power had been achieved, the capabili-
ties relating to the responsiveness of a political unit and its
rulers seemed to be of crucial importance to the success or
failure of integration.Hi

This applied particularly to cases of amalgamation, but it
seemed also true to a considerable extent in the political pro-
cesses leading to the establishment of a pluralistic security-
community. Such communities, too, often (though not always)
included substantial increases in the political and administra-
tive capabilities of the states concerned. This applied particu-
larly to such matters as mutual communication, consultation,
and decision-making, as well as to the control of their own
political behavior in the direction of increased responsiveness
to the major needs or most urgent messages of their partners.
F. THE RACE BETWEEN CAPABILITIES AND LOADS. Another set
of data we found to be of crucial importance pertained to the
burdens thrown upon the tangible and intangible resources of
political units by the requirements of establishing or maintain-

1.5 On Prussian responsiveness to Hanoverian needs and desires after
that state's annexation in 1866, see Hans Herzfeld, Johannes von Miquel,
Detmold, 1938, I, 127-186.

E. THE NEED. FOR RISING CAPABILITIES. The extent of integrative
capabilities which already existed in the individual political
units at the begIllolng of a major drive toward amalgamation
thus ttiIT1ecCoutto be very"j~portan.t.fuLtb.e-.f1Jlur.e deve1a.p-

j ment of the process. But another step was no less important:
I the -further-IDc·~~~~~..of t~ese capabilities in the course of the
"movement toward amalg'l.l'Jlli.tion.The presence or absence

oCgrowth in such- capabilities played a major role in every
integrative process we studied, and particularly in every case
of an amalgamation movement.

Generally, amalgamation did not come to pass because the
government of the participating units had become weaker or
more inefficient; nor did it come to pass because men had
been forced to turn away from these increasingly incapable
organizations to the building of a larger and less decrepit
common government. Rather, amalgamation occurred after a
substantial increase in the capabilities of at least some of the
participating units, or sometimes of all of them. Examples are
the increase in the capabilities of the American colonies before
1789, and in the capabilities of Prussia before 1871. The in-
crease in the capabilities of the political organizations or
governments of the individual states, cantons, principalities,
and the like, formed a major element in the dynamic political
process leading to amalgamation in each instance.

Such capabilities relevant to integration were of two broad
kinds. One was related to the capacity to act of a political
unit-such as its size, power, economic strength, administrative
efficiency, and the like. The other kind was related to the
ability of a unit to control its own behavior and to redirect its
own attention. More accurately, this means the ability of its
tory 0/ Switzerlalld, 1499-1914, Cambridge University Press, 1922, pp.
1-3. Wolfgang von Wartburg, op. cit., PP. 46-48, 68-72; Nabholz, op.
cit., vol. 1, pp. 179-187; etc.



ing either an amalgamated or a pluralistic security-community.
Such loads or burdens, as we have called them, were of many
kinds. They included military or financial burdens, drains on
manpower or wealth; the burden of risk from political or mili-
tary commitments; costs of social and economic readjustments,
such as at the establishment of a customs union; and similar
burdens of a material kind. But they also included intangible
burdens 4pon government, which could be visualized as some-
what q:¥~to-traffic loads of vehicles at a road intersection or
of messages at a telephone exchange. In the cases of crossroads
or switchboards, the flow of vehicles or messages requires more
than a certain volume of material facilities for its accommo-
dation; it also requires a certain number of decisions which
must be made in a limited amount of time by the traffic officer
who controls traffic at the intersection, or by the persons or
apparatus that control the flow of calls through the telephone
exchange.

It is this burden, imposed by the traffic load of messages
and signals upon the attention-giving and decision-making ca-
pabilities of the persons or organizations in control, that has
close parallels in the burden of government upon rulers. It is
a burden upon the attention-giving, information-processing,
and decision-making capabilities of administrators, political
elites, legislatures, or electoral majorities. Thus the failure of
the British Parliament to respond quickly and adequately to the
disastrous Irish famine of 1846 was not caused primarily by
any lack of material or financial resources to provide relief.
Rather, the failure was one of adequate attention, perception,
and decision-making to meet the burdens of responsibility
which the Parliament had taken upon itself under the terms
of Anglo-Irish union. It was none the less a failure that was to
have far-reaching effects upon the future of Anglo-Irish rela-
tions.

,{ Political amalgamation in general tended to increase the
J load of demands upon the material resources and the decision-!making capabilities of governments, since decisions for larger

( areas and populations had to be made by fewer central insti-
tutions. The success or failure of amalgamation, then, de-
pended in considerable part upon the relationship of two rates
of change: the growing rate of claims and burdens upon
central governments as against the growing-in some instances,
the insufficiently growing-level of capabilities of the govern-

mental institutions of the amalgamated political community.
The load of communications, demands, and claims upon the
capabilities of government was also growing from independent
causes-such as the increasing complexity of economic life, the
increasing level of popular expectations in. terms of living
standards, social opportunities, and political rights,,':and the
increasing political activity of previously passive' groups and
strata. Hence the outcome of the race between the· growth of
loads and capabilities sometimes remained precarious for a
longer period, or it changed from one period to 'another ..

Thus we find that the political and administrative capabilities
of the Habsburg monarchy increased relatively rapidly during
the hundred years after 1683, while the burden of claims put
upon the central government by the populations and political
elites of such territories as Bohemia and Hungary increased at
a far slower rate. As far as it ever went, the integration of these
territories-as distinct from their mere occupation by military
strength-was substantially achieved by the middle Of the eigh-
teenth century. In the course of the nineteenth century, on the
other hand, political participation and popular claims upon
the government began to increase ever more rapidly, and with
them grew the load upon the capabilities of the central govern-
ment at Vienna and Budapest after 1867. The latter also grew,
particularly with the aid of such improvements in transporta-
tion and communication as the railroad and the· telegraph;
but the balance between the two rates was shifting so as to
make the integration of the monarchy increasingly precarious.
By 1914 the Habsburg monarchy could no longer be called.
integrated, at least not without serious qualifications of the
term, and soon even amalgamation ended as a result of the
disastrous overcommitment of the monarchy's resources in
the first World WarY'

Perhaps this example will suffice to indicate our notion of
political loads or burdens and of governmental capabilities,
and of the critical nature of the balance between them. In

10 See Huber-Dopsch, op. cit., parts 3-5; Joseph Redlich, Das oster-
reichische Staats-und ReichsprobJem, vols. Ill, 1/2, and II, Leipzig,
1920-1926; Oscar Jaszi, Dissolution of the lIabsburg Monarchv, Chi-
cago, 1929, pp. 86-130, Henry MarczaIi, Hungary in the Eighteenth Cen-
tury, Cambridge, 1910; Dominic Kosary, History of Hungary, Cleveland,
1941, pp. 219-396; S. Harrison Thomson, Czechoslovakia in European
History, Princeton, 1954, pp. 216-237, 269-325; Louis Eisenmann, Le
compromis Austro-Honfrois, Paris, 1904.



each case, we studied data bearing on the extent of the pro-
spective burdens of amalgamation, and of the capabilities
available for its attainment, as given by the background con-
ditions and as developed further in the course of the political
and social processes directed toward the achievement of
amalgamMion. These data furnished an important set of indi-
catio~~;;~erstanding the eventual outcome. A more de-
tailed discussion of background conditions relating to political
capabilities will follow in the appropriate divisions of this sec-
tion. These will also discuss the political developments relating
to theit change in the context of a process aiming at political
amalgamation.

In general, our cases have left us impressed with the impor-
tance of certain background conditions for the success or
failure of the integrative process. The influence of background
con:ditio~l'!?~rs to be larger, and me opportunities for ap-
cisive action by political leaders or movements appear to be
SblfieWnanlillt"e hmlted, than we had thought at the beginning
oroursmdy.1'1
'""T()'f)esnre, we found that the importance of a few back-

ground conditions had been somewhat overrated. Certain
conditions which had often been considered as essential for
the establishment of an amalgamated security-community
turned out to be helpful to that end but not essential to it. Such
helpful but non-essential conditions included ~revious adminis-

l trative and/ o_r:~nastic umonj ethnic or l~guistiC assimllii- ~
) Q""O--n;5frong~.~Q_~SLrt:.ncties; and fore~ mi}l!ary t~rEts. While ~aIr of these turned out to be herp1ul to mtegratlOn, none of

them appeared to be essential since each of them was absent
in the successful establishment of at least one amalgamated
security-community. Thus no previous administrative union
had linked the Italian states for almost 1500 years. No ethnic
or linguistic assimilation had wiped out the differences between

17 On the perhaps decisive importance of German medieval history,
see Hermann Heimpel, Deutschlands Mittelalter, Deutschlands Schick-
saI, Freiburg, 1932, and Fritz Rarig, "Das Mittelalter und die deutsche
Geschichte," in Martin Gohring and Alexander Scharff, eds., Geschicht-
liche Kriifte und Entscheidungen, Festschrift for Otto Becker, Wies-
baden, 1954, pp. 1-15.

the language groups of Switzerland. IS No strong economic
ties existed between England and Scotland,19 or Norway and
Sweden, or among the Italian states, prior to their unioh in
each case.20 And no unusual foreign military' threat played
any important role in the adoption of the Swiss federal consti-
tution in 1848, or in the union between England and Wales.21

Even where foreign threats were present, their effects were
transitory.22 Most often they provided an impetus toward
temporary military alliances, while more permanent unions
derived their main support from other factors. J,'

To be sure, foreign military threats at times served a useful
purpose. Sometimes they induced relatively privileged political
units Of social groups' to become somewhat more generous in
sharing their economic, political, or social privileges with indi-
viduals or groups from other political units which appeared as
potential allies or partners in an amalgamated security-com-

18 A possible borderline case was that of the Polish popJi~tionin
Prussia between 1871 and 1918: they remained unassimilated and un-
integrated; they constituted no serious threat of violence within the Ger-
man empire; but they seized the first opportunity to secede at the end
of the first World War.

18 Trade between England and Scotland was curtailed to Scotland's
disadvantage, since she imported more from England than she exported
during the seventeenth century-by the various restrictions of the Eng-
lish mercantile system. Theodora Keith, Commercial Relations 01 Eng-
land and Scotland, 1603-1707, Cambridge, 1910, pp. xx-xxi; Ephraim
Lipson, Economic History 01 England, London, 1948, 5th edn., III, 126-
127; William Law Mathieson, Scotland and the Union, Glasgow, 1905,
pp. 21-23.

:?D Constantine E. McGuire, Italy's International Economic Position,
New York, 1926, p. 466, declares that trade between· the Italian states
actually diminished in this period.

:n The unusual factor in the latter situation consisted rather in the
changes introduced by Henry VIII's religious policy.

•.l Thus the threat of the French Revolution and Napoleon failed to
produce any political or military revitalization of the Holy Roman Em-
pire. Cf. Heinrich Ritter von Srbik, Deutsche Einheit, Idee und Wirk-
lichkeit vom Heiligen Reich bis Koniggriitz, Munich, 1935, I, 153ff. Much
has been written also on the influence of foreign affairs on the progress
of the unity movement during the revolution of 1848. See Alexander
Scharff, Die europiiischen Grossmiichte und die deutsche Revolution.
Deutsche Einheit und europiiische Ordnung 1848-1851, Leipzig, 1942,
and Siegfried A. Kaehler, "Die deutsche Revolution von 1848 und die
europaischen Machte" in Vorurteile und Tatsachen, Hameln, 1949, pp.
59-89. Whether Russia, for one, however, could or would actually have
intervened militarily in Germany in 1848 is most questionable, as is
shown in the new evidence'in A. S. Nifontow, Russland im Jahre 1848,
Berlin, 1954, pp. 278-285, 291, 300, 348.


